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Abstract: This article deals with the usage of FramaC to detect runtime-errors. As static analysis for runtime-error detection is not a novelty, we will present significant new usages in industrial contexts, which represent a change in the ways this kind of tool is employed. The main goal is to have a scalable methodology for using static analysis through the development process and by a development team. This goal is achieved by performing analysis on partial pieces of code, by using the ACSL language for interface definitions, by choosing a bottom-up strategy to process the code, and by enabling a wellbalanced definition of actors and skills. The methodology, designed during the research project U3CAT, has been applied in industrial contexts with good results as for the quality of verifications and for the performance in the industrial process. Keywords: Static analysis, abstract interpretation, safety critical software, embedded system, modular analysis, Frama-C, ACSL, runtime error 1. Introduction Static analysis for runtime-error detection is not totally new; different tools have been proposed since fifteen years. Nevertheless, it is not a widespread practice even in critical software. Static analysis is commonly employed by specialists for independent verifications and after the development of the program. This activity is a good way of improving quality but it is often synonym of additional activity in the main process and additional costs. In order to facilitate the usage of static analysis, we conducted during the research project U3CAT, methodological studies and tooling development. The main objectives were: good coverage of runtime-errors, scalability, predictable costs, and a good integration in the development cycle. We largely succeeded in this endeavour: this article reports on the main difficulties encountered, the technical and methodological solutions adopted, and the benefits obtained.



The produced methodology has been updated and used to answer to specific needs in industrial contexts and we report this industrial experience. Finally, we’ll conclude on new usages already identified, but not yet used in industrial context. 2. Context The Frama-C source code analysis platform Frama-C is an Open-Source platform dedicated to the analysis of C programs. It differs from other code analysers as it provides a diverse set of formal tools, cooperating through code annotations written in the ACSL language. ACSL is a behavioural specification language that can express a wide range of functional properties, through partial or complete specifications. Analysers themselves may report results in terms of new ACSL properties asserted inside the source code. Frama-C [6] is built around a kernel that performs the parsing and type-checking of C code and accompanying ACSL [5] annotations if any, and maintains the state of the current analysis project. This includes in particular registering the validity status of all ACSL annotations. Analyses themselves are performed by various plugins that can validate annotations, but also emit hypotheses that may eventually be discharged by other plugins. This mechanism allows some form of collaboration between the various analysers. Two important analysis plugins are Value Analysis [7] and WP [8]. Value analysis is based on abstract interpretation, and computes an overapproximation of the values that each memory location can take at each program point. When evaluating an expression, Value Analysis will check whether the abstraction obtained for the operand represents any value that would lead to a runtime 1 error . For instance, when dereferencing a pointer, 1



Rutime errors include: division by 0, undefined logical shift, overflow, underflows on integers, use of noninitialized variable, dangling pointer, invalid memory access , use of non-allocated pointers, problem of overlapping lvalue assignment, undefined side-effect in expressions, and invalid function pointer access.
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the corresponding abstract set of location should not include NULL. If this is the case, Value Analysis emits an alarm, and attempts to reduce the abstract value. In our example, it will thus remove NULL from the remaining abstract state. The analysis is correct, in the sense that if no alarm is emitted, no runtime error can occur in a concrete execution. It is however incomplete, in the sense that some alarms might be due to the over-approximations that have been done and might not correspond to any concrete execution. Various settings can be selected to choose the appropriate trade-off between the precision and the cost of the analysis. While the most immediate use for Value Analysis is to check for the absence of runtime error, it will also attempt to evaluate any ACSL annotation it encounters during an abstract run. Such verification is however inherently limited to properties that fit within the abstract values manipulated by Value Analysis. Mainly, it is possible to check for assertions on bounds of variables at particular program points.



The Value Analysis handles the semantics of the C program, but not only. One strength of the tool is to be able to perform analyses on incomplete programs, that is, pieces of source code not containing all definitions of functions called.



WP is a deductive verification-based plugin. Contrary to Value Analysis, which performs a complete abstract execution from the given entry point, WP operates function by function, on a more modular basis. However, this requires that all functions of interest as well as their callees be given an appropriate ACSL contract. Similarly, all loops must have corresponding loop invariants. When this annotation work has been completed, WP can take a function contract and the corresponding implementation to generate a set of proof obligations – logic formulas whose validity entails the correction of the implementation with respect to the contract. WP then simplifies these formulas, and sends them to external automated theorem provers or interactive proof assistants to complete the verification. WP’s main task is thus to verify functional properties of programs, expressed as ACSL annotations. It is however also possible to use it to check that the preconditions written for a given function f imply that no runtime error can occur during the execution of f.



Figure 1 : Topology of a static analysis project



Frama-C is already used in this industrial context. First usage at Airbus is for an implementation of a coding rule checker called Taster [3] and a second one, Fan-C [4], targets verification of data and control flow based on semantic analysis. Main principles of a static analysis project One of the main principle of Value Analysis-based projects is that to computes values of variables for all possible program execution, either starting from the program’s ‘main’ function or another one expressed to the tool by an option on the command line.



The user can define function contract in ACSL defining behaviour of the function and the tool is able to integrate, within its analysis, the semantic of the C program and the semantic of the ACSL.
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Modeling behaviour of external parts (3 different ways)



For a C function without C definition neither ACSL contract, the tool is able to consider a default behaviour deduced from its prototype. Finally, the user has three solutions for an external function : (1) nothing, (2) an ACSL contract, (3) a callee stub written in C language and which could use specific Frama-C builtin functions (see Figure 1 : Topology of a static analysis project).



3. Modular analysis The modular analysis consists in using Value Analysis on small pieces of programs in a consistent manner. The ACSL language, by defining the behaviour of software interfaces, facilitates the analyses of independent parts of software. Properties defined in the interfaces can be used in two ways: for verification purpose on one hand and for hypothesis definition on the over hand. This small and trivial example can illustrate both usages: /*@ requires \valid(p); assigns *p; ensures \initialized(p); ensures 0 
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